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Formula 1 and the City of Hanoi announced that a

Grand Prix will be held in the Vietnamese capital from

April 2020.

 

As the first new race to be announced under Liberty

Media’s ownership, the Vietnamese Grand Prix

represents Formula 1’s firm commitment to the Asia

region where races are already well established in

Singapore, China and Japan.

 

Working in close collaboration with the City of Hanoi

authorities, the Promoter and Formula 1 Motorsport

department, the 5.565km track will deliver an exciting

racing experience for the drivers as well as the fans.

"This becoming a real
highlight of the F1 calendar."

the chance for tourism?

Chase Carey, Chairman and Chief Executive, Formula 1

said:

“We are delighted to announce that Hanoi will host a

Formula 1 Grand Prix. Since we became involved in this

sport in 2017, we have talked about developing new

destination cities to broaden the appeal of Formula 1

and the Vietnamese Grand Prix is a realisation of that

ambition. We are thrilled to be here in Hanoi, one of the

most exciting cities in the world right now with such a

rich history and an incredible future ahead of it. This is

the perfect formula for Grand Prix racing and I look

forward to this becoming a real highlight of the F1

calendar.

 

In other efforts to boost tourism, Vietnam now allows

for online visa applications and waives visas entirely for

some countries. The government created a tourism

development fund to assist travel companies with

marketing and staff training while investing in roads,

bridges and airport expansions.

Formula One also Formula 1 or F1 and officially the FIA Formula One World 

Championship is the highest class of single-seat auto racing.
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Vietnam F1 Grand Prix
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Lasting from 3 to 10 March 2019 at JW

Marriott Phu Quoc Emerald Bay, a five-star

resort located in Phu Quoc Kem Beach, the

wedding of Indian billionaire couple Kaabia

Grewal and Rushang Shah made the

domestics and international media stir.

 

Two charters carrying nearly 700 guests

landed in Phu Quoc. More than 125 artists

from 10 countries were invited to perform at

the wedding. Fifty chefs and foods are

brought directly from India to serve the party

chain with more than 10 events in many days.

Even the tablecloth was made exclusively for

this wedding. The wedding party space at the

beach of Indian billionaire couple in Phu

Quoc is decorated like a paradise.

 

Not until the Indian billionaire couple chose

JW Marriott Phu Quoc Emerald Bay as the

place to organize "the most anticipated

wedding of 2019", Vietnam will be named on

the world's luxury tourist map. Previously,

many politicians, billionaires and rich

internationals considered S-shaped country a

"mysterious oasis" for themselves. Great

potential for Vietnam's tourism is opening up,

from this group of wealthy guests.

BILLIONAIRE'S
WEDDING

VIETNAM  IS  BECOMING

A  POTENTIAL

DESTINATION  FOR

LUXURY  WEDDING
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A Billionaire's Wedding - picture on the internet 



Poem Complex: A romantic Poetry Road sef by

the stream, surrounded by ranges of pines and

remarkable 

 

Art in the Forest 4,000-sqm. recreational

complex with its own restaurant, pool and bar. 

 

Private Villas: The ideal choice for smal, private

weddings with a cosy atmosphere, luxurious

architecture and lush blooming gardens.

 

Other alternatives: In addition to the above Lai

Resort is also home to many other outdoor

ceremony venues and indoor dining halls.

Please consult our Flamingo Wedding

Specialists for more - we would be delighted to

help you find and choose the right setting for

your wedding. 

Magnificent surrounding given, but we also work hard to

make every part of your wedding as perfectly worry-free

and effortless as possible. From wedding cuisine, décor,

rooms & suites to honeymoon, photography services, our

team of dedicated and experienced Flamingo Wedding

Specialists will go the extra mile to create the wedding

you have always dreamed of, down to the details, minus

the hassle. Start making your dream wedding with us -

right here at Flamingo Dai Lai Resort.

 

Venues:

The Beach: An open-space area that can accommodate

up to 2000 guests, marked by vast stretches of grassland,

clear Dai Lai waters and lush pinewoods, linking straight

to the nearby 600-sqm restaurant.

 

The Bamboo Wings Restaurant: A blend of indoor &

outdoor space with a floating water stage, artistic hilltop

landscape and world-renowned iconic & quintessentially

Vietnamese bamboo architecture that can accommodate

up to 150 guests indoors.

Flamingo Wedding 
"WHERE  BLOOMING  LOVE  MEETS  BLOOMING  NATURE"  -

A  5  STAR  WEDDING  SERVICE
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"ENVIS ION  YOUR  PERFECT  WEDDING  IN  THE

MIDST  OF  OUR  POETIC,  ENCHANTING

SCENERIES  WITH  THIS  EXTEN  SIVE

COLLECTION  OF  WEDDING  VENUES  AT

FLAMINGO  DAI  LAI  RESORT. "

A Wedding at Flamingo Dai Lai Resort

A Wedding at Flamingo Dai Lai Resort



FASHION
 AS A WAY OF LIFE
 NEW COLLECTION DRESSES
 

HOW TO DRESS LIKE A
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HA

GIANG
Breathtaking view away from the city, a
home of diversified ethnic minority
groups 

Ha Giang is Vietnam’s northern-most
province. The mysterious landscape along
the Chinese border – a mythical
combination of conical limestone peaks
and deep, craterous valleys – is probably
the most striking in the country. Once
considered the last frontier for
adventurous travel in Vietnam, Ha Giang
gained an almost legendary status among
independent travellers. 



A JOURNEY OF

HAPPINESS
Ha Giang still retains its pristine scenery
with spectacular geography and a diverse
culture of many ethnic minorities. Here lie
the most beautiful terraced rice fields,
opening up as you traverse the
mountainous roads. On the way to
exploring Ha Giang you will be allured by
unique cultures and lifestyles of ethnic
people such as White H’Mong, Lo Lo, Dao
and Tay.

Ha Giang presents us a lot of fantastic
mountainous scenery, with breathtaking hills
and valleys, and the most beautiful place that
should be on your list is the Dong Van Karst
Global Geopark, representing 400 million
years of geographic transformations –
rivaling the Trang An Complex of Ninh Binh.
 
On the way entering Dong Van Karst Global
Geopark, you should visit the breathtakingly
beautiful footage in “Pao’s Story” movie, the
famous house of H’Mong people was once
well-known, now becomes the most
interesting destination in Lung Cam village,
Sung La. Continues to the journey, Vuong
Palace is an attraction that you should not
miss. The palace that is built from stone, fir
wood and terracotta tiling in a combined 
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Chinese, French and H'mong traditional
architectural style. The palace was used as a
residence and fortress during the Vuong
Dynasty, a proud symbol of H’Mong people.
 
As you start to finish conquering Dong Van
plateau, one of the exciting destinations is
the Lung Cu peak - a north pole of Vietnam,
overlooking the border to China, and visit
Lolo Chai Village nearby the foot of Lung Cu
peak.
 
The spotlight of the journey is Ma Pi Leng
Pass. Ma Pi Leng, in H’mong’s language
means “Horse nose bridge” which describes
nothing else than the dangerous, breath-
taking feeling of the travelers when passing
by this pass. But perhaps only on this pass
can the travelers feel the greatness of
Mother Nature, due both to the deep
canyon of the Nho Que river underneath
and the surrounding high mountains.
 
You can hop on either a coach, a sleeper
bus, or a motorbike to get to Ha Giang from
Hanoi. You should plan on an adventure to
Ha Giang by advance and try to spend at
least three days there to actually discover
Ha Giang to the fullest.

Children eating ice cream in Lung Cam Village

Dong Van Karst Global Geopark

Vuong Palace, Dong Van 
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Note: There aren’t many travel options to choose from,
and while most of them are easy enough, there is one
thing to take care of if you want to fully explore the
beauty of Ha Giang – getting a local travel permit to visit
preserved remote villages, which are usually the farthest
and the most beautiful destinations such as Meo Vac,
Dong Van, and Lung Cu etc..



Hoi An
Memories

Show

T H E  V I E T N A M ' S  L A R G E S T  R E A L

S C E N E  S H O W
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Hoi An
Memories

Originally known as Faifo and more than 2000 years old, Hoi An

is a beauty city just in from the coast about 17 miles south of

Danang. The Old Town here is a perfectly preserved ancient

town that has been recognized by UNESCO as a World Heritage

Site. Access is gained across the Japanese Bridge, a unique

400 years-old wooden structure. It was originally the deepest

sea port in the country but as Danang increased in importance

the port here silted up, leaving almost a ghost town. The dry

sea air caused all the old buildings to remain ion near perfect

conditions. For the holiday maker it makes a near perfect base.

The town is picturesque and packed full of fascinating things

to see and do. The restaurants here, particularly down by the

riverside, serve some of the finest food in the country.

 

Proud of the mission to spread Vietnamese cultural beauty,

located in a prime position on the historic island of the ancient

town of Hoi An - dubbed "Wonders on the Hoai heritage river",

Hoi An Impression Cultural Themes Park is the first cultural

theme park in Vietnam including a combination of : HOI AN

MEMORIES SHOW - Vietnam's largest real scene show, a story

recounts Vietnamese culture by Vietnamese, recreating a

bustling Hoi An commercial port through more than 500

professional actors, 3300 seats, 25,000ha stage, performed

every night except Tuesday night

The program gathers top advisors in area

of culture and history with many top-world

real scene art experts, inspired by the

ancient town of Hoi An’s girls with

charming traditional Ao Dai, symbolizes

the timeline of more than 400 years of

ups and downs of Hoi An- ancient town.

Show time is from 19:30 to 20:30 except

every Tuesday evening.
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"The program gathers top advisors in area of culture
and history with many top-world real scene art
experts, inspired by the ancient town of Hoi An’s girls"



A Special Gift
from Hanoi

Hanoi, the thousand-year-old cultural
capital of Vietnam, is the center of
culture and politics of the country with
preferential natural landscapes as well as
the historical monuments, the intangible
cultural heritage, such as One Pillar
Pagoda, Sword Lake, or Ngoc Son Temple.
Hanoi also makes tourists unforgettable
because of the sophistication in the
cuisine of Trang An people.
 
About Hanoi special food, there are two
famous types: West Lake Lotus Tea and
Vong village’s Green Rice that elevate the
food to art by elaborating processing and
enjoyment. West Lake Lotus Tea is
marinated by hand in lotus to bring
essence and sweet fragrance of lotus,
bringing the quintessence in the tea
leaves that any tea flavors cannot
compare.
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Lotus tea
T H E  Q U I N T E S S E N C E
O F  H A N O I



Lotus tea must be enjoyed with a small set of
cups, effused with a clear yellow green color.
This elegant drink is not for busy people.
Taking a small sip, enjoy the light, pure scent
of the lotus flower, which is mixed in shallow,
sweet tea, on a fresh and quiet morning.
 
Usually a lotus tea bud is brewed with a
teapot for four persons to drink. If there are
few guests or poisonous moisture, mix half of
tea. To use tea tray for a long time, the user
should put it in the freezer of the
refrigerator.

Lotus is chosen at early stage of blooming
with big shape and light pink color flower,
which is sponge, light because this is the most
fragrant type. In order to have a kilogram of
aromatic tea (premium tea), there should
have 1000 - 1200 lotus flowers, which must
be the right kind of lotus in Dong Tri, Thuy Su
lake in Quang Ba village, West Lake because
the lotus here is bigger and more fragrant
than other places. Lotus must be picked
before dawn to marinate with tea leaves. The
process of marinating tea takes a lot of time
and need high attention.
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THE BEAUTY OF
NORTHERN VIETNAM
12 DAYS/ 11 NIGHTS 

Vietnam is one of the most beautiful  countries with many attractive destinations for
tourists to explore.  No matter where you go,  you wil l  easi ly f ind some places which are
beautiful ,  unique and different than any place you’ve ever seen before.  Once you come to
the North of Vietnam, you should not miss visit ing Mai Chau which is one of the most
beautiful  places in North Vietnam, as well  as an idyl l ic  val ley hemmed in by hi l ls  and
emerald green paddies.
 
A 12 days tr ip brings you from Hanoi,  passing by Ba Be National Park,  to experience one
of the greatest pass Ma Pi  Leng in Ha Giang,  Vietnam and capturing the most beautiful
scene of H'Mong ethnic people cl imbing on the mountains in Dong Van.
 
Tour itinerary:  Hanoi -  Bac Kan province – Ha Giang -   Sapa Town -  Hanoi -  Ha Long Bay -
Hanoi -  Departure
 
Contact for more information: contact@redtours.vn
Visit website:  http://vietnamholiday.com/the-beauty-of-north

HIGHTLIGHT TOUR
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http://vietnamholiday.com/the-beauty-of-north


Head Office: 
63 Hang Trong, Hanoi, VietNam

Tel: (+84) 24 7306 6363 | Fax: (84-4) 39285779
Email: contact@redtours.vn

Spain Office: 
Calle Torre de los Abencerrajes 1 L4. Granada, Spain

Email: mm@redtours.vn | M: +34 658122728


